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Top 5 reasons to submit your preprint

1. **Ensure credit for your work**—accepted preprints on Advance receive a digital object identifier (DOI), allowing you to ensure credit for your research by making it available within your scholarly community in a clearly identifiable way—especially important for time-sensitive projects.

2. **Obtain feedback on your research**—Advance includes a monitored commenting feature, allowing you to seek and receive constructive feedback from your peers. You can also share your preprint via social media and email.

3. **Share your research quickly**—once accepted, your preprint will typically be available online within 48-72 hours, allowing you to start communicating about your work—particularly important for time-sensitive projects.

4. **Easy and intuitive submission process**—a variety of preprint types are welcomed and submitting is quick, requiring a simple registration process that takes just a few minutes from start to finish.

5. **Simultaneously submit for peer review**—researchers who submit to Advance have the option to also submit to one of SAGE’s journals within the humanities and social sciences at the same time.

Learn more, read the submission guidelines and see how easy it is to submit your manuscript at advance.sagepub.com